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Dear Alice, 

Thanks for the note and apparent agreement about the 
~kyros inscription. I don't knov.r how l missed the possibility of 
another ~-si. I have written ~ladys Davidson for further infor-
mationeJ;.Ou.J- +k ~u.A ~~ r~ , 

I have been meaning for some time to write to tell you 
how impressed I was by your article on words in -inthos. It 
really is monumental. I made a few notes in reading it which 
amount to very little, but which may interest you, so here they 
are. 

P• 6 Z 'JP' vb- note 6, Lykophron, Cyprus as Z ?f ' t'fr/a.... 
Do you think that this was a real name for uyprus, or wasn't it 
just a poetic epi thet•t In the same passage we find Z /J ~ u.u.c.. and 

......:: Qh' • i:>pheke ia particularly has be en taken as a n&n.e for 
r\ £.p a7r/l~ . 
u~rus, and Forrer has even equated it with the Hittite Bigaya, 
which incidentally, cannot possibly be uyprus . It may be just 
roy ignorance, but I lmow of no independent evidence for uyprus 
having gone by any of these names. Of course there are Stephanus 
Byzantius and others like him, but it is clear that his source 
is Lykophron, whom he quotes verbatim. Lykophron, of course, 
abounds in learned epithets which hardly had common currency, 
and l wonder df these aren't of that sort. Though Zerinthia may 
have been a cult nrune. · 

You speak in connection with this passage and the epithet 
of Apollo Hylates of a cult at Hyle. Hyle is a figment of' fairly 
recent scholars. rleing a member of the expedition which is 
excavating the sanctuary in question, 1 can say dogmatically 
that there never was a city Hyle, but that the sanctuary of 
Apollo Hylates and Kaisaros was the leading sanctuary of the 
city of' Kourion. ~nscriptions make this certain. The myth of a 
town named Hyle grew out of the large size of the sanctuary and 
the fact that it occupied an isolated position in the center of 
a vast sacred grove , outside of the city. 

, 
P• 43 n'~~~~~J implies a chariot. Apart from one ru.M.I cart, 
I don't know of any direct evidence for chariots in urete or on 
the mainland prior to L.H. /M. I. I have long assumed that the 
~reeks of the mainland were speaking ureek by this time, though 
this nay be wrong. lf true, one would have to assume either that 
ureece got the term from urete, or else that the name was imported 
along with the object designated, from the ~ast ca . 1600 B.C. 
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p. 48 7/~,~1--d~. Your marginal note says that bricks 
were apparently not used in pre-Hellenic tli1es. ~as vrail Brick, 
~mbaked, was the outstanding building material of the prehistoric 
period. unly the fotmdations were of stone. This applies even 
to the fortifications of mycenae and Tiryns. Too lazy to look 
up a reference to a sweeping statement, l can best refer to 
Blegen, Korakou, p. 75, for the E.H. period. 

. I 
1
p. 50 f£~r-~s • This is probably well lmown, but 

i didn't want to unpack my dictionary to check it. But isn't 
this the same as the .Modern Greek f£,8/#, or chick-pea, a 
favor~ite food of the peasants and such fool foreigners as myself? 

That's the end of the critical remarks. Their brevity 
may be a reflection on my scholarship, but I suspect that it is 
due primarily to your thoroughness. I still think that it is a 
shame for such a work to languish in manuscript. 

l haven't heard a word from or about Bennett. I gathered 
at Hartford that he did plan to publish fairly soon, but I may 
be '~ong about that. 

When you do get the vowels in order, do give me at least 
an inkling of your results. I think that is a crucial point in 
the history of writing in Greece. 

Thanks again for your comments. 

+;~~ 
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